
IDEAS TO WRITE A MYSTERY STORY

Do you enjoy a good whodunit? So do I. It's my pleasure to share with you some fun, quirky, story ideas for writing
mysteries.

The crew to a well-known ghost hunting show visits and abandoned Castle has long been rumored to be
haunted. The presidential journals from every president in history are stolen from the Library of Congress
vault. And what if your character is wrong? Our 8-week course on story structure will show you how to
develop ideas into successful stories or novels. A series of cathedrals are being ransacked and robbed
throughout New York. A database of potential cancer eradicating research is hacked, stolen, and erased. The
World Climate Change organization has its computers wiped and all data stolen from its databases. Did he do
it? He finds it again; and again. When an ex-CIA agents bank accounts and safe deposit boxes are emptied
unexplainably, he is left with no choice but to try to track down the person responsible. The largest bank in the
Cayman Islands is robbed wiping out the fortunes of degenerates across the globe. A headless corpse is found
in a freshly-dug grave in Arkansas. It is the Cold War era. Learn how to write a great mystery story or novel in
our 8-week course. Every Crypto Currency exchange is hacked and wiped clean on the same day, leaving
world markets in a panic. I know. A small town psychic comes into a police station with information home
where they can find a dead body. Usually, he thinks right and wrong are really easy to spot. But why would
the emperor of Japan want to kill a lowly soldier? You can also use this list as an idea generator for free
writing. Due to the distance of each of these crimes they would otherwise be considered unrelated, if not for
the fact, that each robbery the items were stolen were priceless Leonardo da Vinci artifacts. And why the
subterfuge? When the third snake appears, your character becomes convinced that someone is planting them
there intentionally. What are the criminals looking for? According to Animal Control, the snakes were of a
highly poisonous variety that is not native to the area. Let us know in the comments. Creating an instant
shortage. Upon further investigation, nobody is found. A series of break-ins terrorize a small town, but what
makes these break-ins so scary is that nothing is stolen or moved. He reports it and deletes it, but he comes
across that same code againâ€”in the database of a completely different company. Writer's shop Story Ideas
for Mysteries and Romance Fiction On this page, you'll find story ideas that you can turn into mystery,
suspense, and romance fiction.


